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In the Kalendar we have:
27 Jan. S. Loup euesque de chalons in red.
  3 Feb. S. Blaise in red.
17 March. S. Agricole in red.
  9 May. La translation S. Nicolas in red.
 25 June. S. Eloy in red.
27 July. S. Anne.
  3 Aug. Linuention S. Estienne in red.
  4 Sept. S. Marcel in red.
 23 Linuention S. Vincent.

In the Litany:
Confessors: S. Mammes.
Virgins: S. Brigida.
Loup isof Chalons-sur-Marne; Agricole of Chalon-sur-Saône. This, with the Invention of S. Vincent, makes me attribute the book to Chalon-sur-Saône, whose cathedral is dedicated to S. Vincent.
The constitution in Lauds is Scimus fratres.
The decorative work is of good average execution.

Many pages have a partial border of line and leafwork, with flowers and leaves, on plain white ground.
The pictures are as follows:
In the Kalendar, a small square picture in the border for each month.
1. Jan. At table, back to fire; servant on r.
  2. Feb. Warming himself at fire.
  5. May. Riding with hawk on hand.
  12. Dec. About to kill a feeding pig with a mallet; sheaf on l.
      Full border, with centaur and cockatrice.
  14. Matthew in room, writing; angel in dalmatic

holds ink; canopied desk and arched wall; water carrier in border, and one drinking.

15. Luke writing under canopy; ox couches on r.
     Jester and woman in border.
     Soldier and muzzled hound in border.
17. f. 41. Matins. Annunciation. The Virgin on l; angel with scroll (Ave... tecum); Dove on ray approaches the head of the Virgin; a small bust of the Father seen over the door.
     Angels with musical instruments in border.
18. Lauds. Visitation. Virgin on l, attended by maid with basket of doves; behind Elizabeth are buildings.
19. Prime. The Virgin kneels, looking at the child on the ground; Joseph kneels and shades a candle; behind him, two shepherds approach; behind the Virgin, the ox and ass.
20. Tiere. Three shepherds (one in middle distance), with sheep and dog, in consternation; two small gold angels in sky with book between them.
     Camel in border.
22. None. Presentation. The Child stands on the altar, supported by Symeon in tall mitre, and faces the Virgin on l; an attendant (or Joseph) with wand takes doves from the maid at the further end of the altar.
23. Vespers. Flight into Egypt. Joseph leads the ass to r.; in background on l. the husbandman, about to reap his field of ripe corn, takes off his hat to Herod's soldiers; on r. of this an idol falls from a column.
24. Compline. Consecration of the Virgin. She kneels, between two small angels, to the Father, theronned, on r., in triple crown, with orb, who blesses her; above the arras behind is a ground of red angels.
25. Hours of the Cross. The Crucifixion, with the thieves. Title, crown of thorns, sun and moon in sky; the Virgin and other women stand below on l; soldiers at a distance on r.
26. Seven Psalms. David in turban and crown kneels at desk in a room, facing l; harp behind him; a bust of Christ seen in air on l.
     Minstrels in border.
     Two men lay the shrouded body in the grave; priest in cope, standing; full face, sprinkles holy water; acolyte with cross; mourners (two) on r.; behind, view of church porch (tilled in lozenge pattern), cloister, and other mourners.
     In border, a mourner and a bellman with two bells; on his chest is a shield or (a chevrion reversed) gu., and three groups of three dots gu.
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